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Terms of service (Must-Read): 

 

- You will not resell, leak, share or slender my ebook anywhere; 

 

- Databases are guaranteed if you follow the instructions 

carefully and understand my answers; 

 

- No REFUNDS; 

 

- I hold the right to deny refunds at my discretion; 

 

- I hold the right to stop helping you if I decide that you are 

ready; 

 

- I hold the right to decline or ignore your stupid questions; 

 

- This is for educational and security purposes only; 

 

- I can change the terms of service at any time without notifying 

the buyers; 

 

- By purchasing this ebook you agree to all of the terms of 

service. 

 

 

*A refund MIGHT only be given if the user didn’t get any databases at 

all with all the tries and my help* 

  



 

 

What will you learn from this ebook: 

 

- My methods of creating HQ (private) dorks to get great 

databases; 

 

- How to use the dorks to get databases; 

 

- How to dump databases in great speed; 

 

- Few helpful tips when making combolist + reveal of private 

cheap dehashing tool. 

 

 

GOAL: Get HQ private databases as fast as possible. 

 

  



Intro (stuff you must know before you begin): 

Okay, this won’t be formal at all, I will tell you some truth that you must know 

before you start all of this. You must understand that this is not cracking, but 

hacking. Of course, cracking is a version of hacking, but SQL Injection is mostly 

treated as hacking and it is very illegal. 

Lets go from the start, what are dorks? Now, there are different answers for 

this, because this word has been mistakenly used so many times that those 

mistakes became an actual name. Before we go deeper the true answer is that 

dorks are codes used to find vulnerable URLs by hackers. There are different 

types of dorks. I like to differ them in: simple dorks and google (complex) dorks.  

Simple dorks: 

A simple dork is a dork that contains a keyword, a file type and a parameter. 

These dorks can be found in the URLs of the sites, 

Example: 

 

These are the most commonly used dorks among crackers/hackers and tho the 

quality of the databases could be good, the privacy (the number of people that 

have dumped this site) of the site can’t be promised to be private. 

Google (complex) dorks: 

These are the real deal, the dorks you want to use. These dorks are a command 

that will tell the browser you are using exactly what to look for. 

They can be different, we will go full into detail on how to make them later, we 

will just have an example here now. 

Example: 

Allinurl: index.php?app= intext: death site:com 

OR 

Related: “nulled” + “.com” 



 

OR 

Inurl: index.php?app=death + site:com 

e.t.c. 

Now, we need to know how we use these dorks? Tons of ways actually, the first 

way is the old fashion way – by hand. You can literally go one by one dork in 

google, bing, yahoo, or any other browser, give them commands and they will 

search for those URLs. The other way is to use programs that automatically do 

this with multiple threads. Some programs like this are SQLI Dumper, Dork 

Searcher EZ, V3n0m-Scanner and others. 

Once you find tons of sites with your dorks, you will need to test and see if they 

might be vulnerable. A site being vulnerable means that SQL Injection can be 

performed gaining you access to its database. Now same as before, you can try 

this the old fashion way, by going to the url and at the end of it you need to add 

‘. If you get an error that means that the site is vulnerable. Now as before we 

got programs that already do that for us, sqli dumper, v3n0m-scanner, site-

hunter so it is easier. Once we get our vulnerable URLs we need to perform SQL 

Injection on them and try to get to the database and at the end, extract it. Now 

manual (by hand) SQL Injection is hard and I would definitely not gonna explain 

how to do it, but as before, we got programs that already do that for us, SQLI 

Dumper, SQLmap. Later on we will learn how to use both of them and combine 

their powers to get the best out of it. 

  



PART #1: How to make Dorks  

Now I will teach you 4 ways of making HQ dorks, so this part will be 

split in 4 methods. All 4 methods are different and all 4 produce 

different quality of dorks. 

METHOD – 1 (simple and easy, decent simple dorks): 

This method will involve a dork maker, combiner, that will combine our 

keywords, file types and connectors.  

These combiners are common on the internet, combiners like this are Dork 

Maker v2 by Calix, n3rox dork generator, SDS’ dorker, gorker, dorker deluxe, 

e.t.c. We can go all night, I personally love dork maker v2 by Calix. 

 

You can download it from his nulled thread: 

https://www.nulled.to/topic/182217-dork-maker-v2/ 

Download: https://mega.nz/#!LfoxxIgR!uNf5ALyaf3YSQ6190SwXC40pqGP9jfY5_3_plpW9eHE  

Now, once we get this type of program, we will need keywords, file types and 

connectors.  

1. Keywords: 

This is where you get creative. If you are making gaming dorks for 

example, you will need gaming keywords, keywords that are commonly 

used on gaming sites. Now, using keywords like steam, game, play, e.t.c. 



is too common and will probably give you URLs that others have already 

dumped. So you will need to use some smart stuff, something like: 

 

New-game-release-weekend 

League-of-legends-crash 

Poodlecorp-server-ddos 

Blizzard-servers-down 

Steamapichecker 

 

e.t.c. 

 

You can also get good keywords from google. Just go on google, write 

something you are interested in, let’s say arma 3 and you will get some 

URLs, now here are some stuff you can use as keywords: 

 

 
Once you are positive that you have gathered enough keywords you 

need file types. Now, many people will rush and get file types that are a 

lot, but that is not the point. You will need file types that support SQL 

code and that SQL Injection can be performed on them. File type like 

.html doesn’t have SQL code and is useless. So for this I will recommend 

you using only: 

Php 

Asp 

Aspx 



 

For the dork maker u will need to write them in this form: 

.php? 

.asp? 

.aspx? 

 

After this you will need parameters. Now, this is the hard part. To get 

parameters you will need a program like dorker DELUXE. These programs 

support an URL to parameter extractor, meaning if you got some URLs 

they will extract the parameters from them so you can use them.  

 

Programs you can use: 

https://www.nulled.to/topic/209126-url-to-dork-converter-parameter-

converter-tool/ 

Download: 

https://mega.nz/#!h64QTSwI!yx3QOLHmze5XrfZ4lopBRMgj3VGBAgW55

FLxhpr4UWc 

 

Or here are some from my private collection: 

 

Gaming parameters: 

https://mega.nz/#!KPAAzLCD!KVAasN_Xdfi4T26EfosfVOw-

4_2Y0NuvtIQVdWbRmbY 

 

Porn parameters: 

https://mega.nz/#!3XhxVYoL!x95l0e1C-2iOy-

uYBq2kFR9mgDRGnq87MGeSGu3zZq8 

 

Amazon parameters: 

https://mega.nz/#!yCoGRSRY!y1T5IRvYp_f95iSw_enqiw14XYvvKQYYCu6

BT1AVlHk 

 

 

 

 



 

After you gathered all the parts it should look something like this: 

 
 

Press start and it will combine all three parts. Once it is finished you 

should get this: 

 

 

Now, In this case we got 900 dorks, which isn’t a lot if you are using dorks 

like these. You need to be extremely lucky for 900 of this type of dorks to 

be HQ.  

 

If you use more keywords and find more parameters and choose to put 

more file types the number should significantly increase. 



 

Conclusion for Method 1: 

This method isn’t recommended if you are trying to get HQ databases in 

a short amount of time, though these kind of dorks can be HQ as well 

you will need a large number of these dorks to get good results 

(recommended number 50K – 100K). 

 

Note: keywords, file types and PARAMETERS mean  A LOT when you 

make these dorks. You need to watch for keywords and parameters that 

are commonly used on the sites you are going for and file types that SQL 

Injection can be performed on – the ones listed above. 

 

METHOD – 2 (HQ simple dorks made for huge 

amounts of URLs): 
 

This method will involve any of the other methods, but to be as fast as 

possible with this method I recommend using method 1 with this 

method. 

 

Depending on which method you choose this method will involve: dorks 

made with any of the methods listed or dorks you bought/found online 

and a program that can convert URLs to Dorks. 

 

If you want, let’s say gaming dorks, you will need to get yourself some 

gaming dorks, either make some with the other methods or get some 

online or some you have bought, just make sure they are strictly made 

for gaming. Getting gaming dorks will help us get gaming ULRs, which we 

will use to get HQ Dorks. 

  



Once you get the dorks you will need a program that can get URLs from 

dorks, such ass SQLI Dumper or Dork Searcher EZ and others, but for this 

the recommended program is Dork Searcher EZ. 

 
Load your dorks and (if u use) proxies and wait ‘till it collects the URLs. 

 

Once finished you will need an URL to Dork converter program, such as 

this one made by PlusUltra: 

 
You can download it from his nulled thread: 

https://www.nulled.to/topic/209126-url-to-dork-converter-parameter-

converter-tool/  

Link: https://mega.nz/#!h64QTSwI!yx3QOLHmze5XrfZ4lopBRMgj3VGBAgW55FLxhpr4UWc  

  



Don’t load up more than 2k URLs because the program could crash. Once 

you are finished with getting the dorks (simple as opening the url list and 

clicking convert to dorks and removing the duplicates and at the end 

saving) then you just randomize them. You can randomize them with 

TextUtils. It is a text editor program. 

 

You can download TextUtils from here: 
https://mega.nz/#!KTAGGIIB!qA-NSE6MMQ8wxLxMFWTOgcmPjMmQLs6xxVBRgt85Mug 

 

Conclusion for Method 2: 

This will get you simple but really HQ dorks. These will probably be semi-

private, but with these dorks databases are guaranteed and programs 

that get URLs with dorks will work a lot faster than regular dorks. 

 

METHOD – 3 (Making google/complex dorks – 2 

ways): 
 

Method 1 (the most HQ method): 

 

First of all for this we need to understand google/complex dorks. I also 

like to call these commands. The BEST way to make these is to write 

them by hand, because then you know what you are looking for and you 

make each one of them different and specific and even a 100 of these 

dorks hand-written can bring you more of the results than you wanted or 

can imagine for that matter, but if you are in a rush and lazy there is a 

way to make these with dork makers. Now if you go on google.com right 

now and lets say you are looking for someone, maybe try to dox 

someone and their name lets say is “Jimmy Smith”. To get all the sites 

that got something to do with Jimmy Smith you go on google and write: 

Related: “Jimmy” + “Smith” 

And to make it even more precise, you can target .com sites and write: 

Related: “Jimmy”+ “Smith” site:com 

Try this and you will understand how these dorks are used. 

 

 



Now these dorks have a few parts to them, there are way more than 

what I will give you, but for SQL Injection and cracking I consider these to 

be the only ones you need. These are called prefixes: 

Related: 

Inurl: 

Allinurl: 

Intitle: 

Intext: 

Site: 

Allintext: 

Source: 

These are the body of the command, this is the actual command. Now if 

we want to look for “Jimmy Smith” and we write: 

Related: “Jimmy” + “Smith”  

“Jimmy” and “Smith” will be our keywords and “Related:” will be our 

command and it will tell google to look for sites that are related to the 

keywords “Jimmy” and “Smith”. 

As we did before we targeted .com sites so the dork 

Related: “Jimmy” + “Smith” site:com 

Will tell google “look for sites that are related to “Jimmy” and “Smith” or 

“Jimmy Smith” and please provide only sites that have the .com domain”. 

It is simple as that, that is why the best way is to hand-write these. Just 

simple logic is needed and you need to have an idea on what you are 

looking for. 

Now a little explanation for the other ones: 

Inurl – Will look for the specific keyword we put on, so when using this 

command it is best to put a simple dork as a keyword, example 

index.asp. 

Allinurl – Same as Inurl but will go through the whole URL. 

Intitle – Will look for the specific keyword in the titles of the sites. 

Intext – Will go through the content of the site and look for the provided 

keyword. This command is more of a support command. 

Allintext – Same as intext, but will take more time and go through the 

whole content. 



Site – Will target specific sites, eg. Site:com will target com sites, 

site:nulled.to will target only nulled. This command is more of a support 

one. This one is good if you want to target specific countries, for example 

site:de will target german sites, site:kr will target Korean, e.t.c. 

Source – will locate the source of the site. 

This is pretty much all the informations you need. There is no short way 

of hand-writing these, you just do it. 

Here are a few examples of gaming ones: 

Related: “fortnite” + “court” site:com intext:cheating 

Now we all remember when someone was cheating in fortnite and they 

sued the kid, now this will give us all the sites that are .com and that have 

something to do with this. 

Inurl: gaming-industry-growing.php?news= site:com 

Will look for that simple dork in the site’s URLs and will force .com sites. 

 

Once you are finished with writing your commands or so called dorks, 

load them up in a searcher (dork searcher ez, v3n0m or sqli dumper) and 

get your goods. 

 

Bonus: 

 

This is my private thing, I am pretty sure almost no one has came up with 

this, or those who did kept it pretty private. 

When hand-writing your google/complex dorks, as a keyword you can 

use part of the url when using the inurl or allinurl commands, could work 

with related as well. 

What I am talking about is this: 

 
You can copy that and write it in a dork, which will look like this: 

Inurl: “/topic/389000-499month-online-dork-scraper-hq-dorks-with-one-

click-best-dork-provider-on-the-market-vouched/” 

 

Might sound weird, but the results with this bonus tip are insane. 

 



 

 

Method 2: 

 

The other way of making complex dorks is by using a combiner again, but 

to add prefixes. 

 

First of all with method 1 and 2 you make simple dorks. Afterwards you 

write the prefixes you want to use in a text file and combine the prefixes 

with the simple dorks. Now if you want to add intext or site you write 

them in a separate text file and just combine them with a combiner. 

When I do this I still use Calix Dork Maker. 

 

Conclusion for the last method(s): 

 

The google/complex dorks are the most HQ ones. Will give you exactly 

what you are looking for and can target almost anything if you make 

them properly. 

 

To get the best quality of them you need to hand-write them. You don’t 

need to make a lot of them, even 500 of them will do the job. The 

difference is that the more you write the more URLs you will get and if 

they are written properly all URLs will be connected to the “thing” you 

are targeting, increasing the chances of vulnerable URLs for HQ 

databases. 

 

Making them with a combiner could still work, but it is lower quality and I 

would totally recommend you to hand-write your google/complex dorks, 

might take more time, but better results. 

  



PART #2: How to get databases 

 

Once we finish making our dorks, or we bought some dorks that are HQ, 

we need those to get databases. 

The first step of doing so is using a searcher. The 3 searchers I will 

recommend that will give you good quality of URLs with your dorks are 

v3n0m-scanner (best one if you are trying to get tons of urls because will 

give great amounts of URLs – quality is dynamic --- I personally used it 

before, but I like dork searcher EZ more), dork searcher EZ (great 

amounts of URLs, easier to get and set up and can give good quality URLs 

as well – I personally use it), SQLI Dumper (best version is 8.3, will 

strongly recommend to use it with your hand-written google/complex 

dorks, using only google as the search engine for the best quality – I 

personally use it with my hand-written dorks). 

First of all v3n0m-Scanner (not much explanation, we aren’t really going 

to need it): 

I can’t explain here how to set it up since it is different for linux and 

windows and it is problematic as fuck, so you will have to do it on your 

own, but I will provide you with a few tutorials I find helpful (before you 

go see the tuts, I recommend you use it on kali linux because it is easier 

to set it up and works faster without crashing, but windows version is 

good as well): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QiMXP2XwQ64 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OYd7aJruPsI 

And also my friend AntiLeech from nulled has posted a good tutorial on 

how to set it up on windows: 

https://www.nulled.to/topic/395311-windows-v3n0m-scanner-dorking-

the-professional-method-full-tutorial-set-up-updated-version/ 



There are no different ways of using v3n0m so I don’t have to explain 

more about it. 

Now, my favorite, 

Dork Searcher EZ: 

This tool is insane, of course if you know how to use it. 

You can download it from here: 

https://mega.nz/#!BxMTiYgQ!Ign0YndgL5KlgKUGS0TOZ3wmTSVsrbH7i0G

ubher9n4 

or it is easily found on cracking forums. 

Since it was cracked, the creator didn’t bother to make a better version, 

so engines like google and amazon are no longer working, but there is a 

way to get google URLs. 

MyWebSearch is a search engine enhanced by google, meaning it gets 

most of it’s URLs directly from google. Before it worked well proxyless, 

but now you need proxies for it, or a VPN and change your location every 

1 minute because your IP gets banned, but no fear, you could still use LQ 

proxies and get URLs because their security is shit.

 



Once you get URLs with mywebsearch turn over to yahoo and afterwards 

bing. 

You will get insane URLs and HQ ones. 

Any type of dorks will work great with Dork Searcher EZ. 

Now third, SQLI DUMPER: 

I don’t really recommend SQLI Dumper for getting URLs, because it is 

slow af and can’t process more than 15K dorks, but it is really really good 

for getting google URLs using your hand-written dorks, if not the best. 

My favorite version of SQLI Dumper is 8.3, because it is super great for 

Dumping Databases, it doesn’t skip URLs when checking for vulnerability 

and super great for getting google URLs. 

Download it from here: 

https://mega.nz/#!KX4H0BzJ!1cizUymJsToiTkCHE44Te4519mrb5WSVz4gPch5Jmn8

 

 



Okay, now once we got our URLs, we need to check for 

exploitables. Now v3n0m-scanner does this automatically, but I’d 

recommend get your full list of URLs and Put it in sqli dumper 8.3 

and start looking for exploitables (will be slow as a motherfucker 

but will look deep and won’t skip), or what I do is I use Site Hunter 

by Calix. 

Download it from here: 

https://www.nulled.to/topic/328333-site-hunter-by-calix/ 

Download link: https://mega.nz/#!GPongZLY!DFp1GY0UFV-

76uCeTuvDfxuSB3jV0jOvwNR6LyMEyIE 

To use it just load up your URLs in the input file, open it and click a 

random key and wait for it to find the exploitables. 

 

Once it finds all, they will be saved in the output file, get those, put 

them in sqli dumper in the URL List folder and start checking for 

exploitables with 50 threads (I used 30, but 50 is for better speed). 



 

It will throw away some of them, once it finishes go to Injectables 

and check with 30 threads if you got more than 30 URLs. 

 

Now, if you got injectables, that means that you got databases. 

 



Now, I assume you are doing this for combolists, lets say email:password 

combolist and you want to find that in the database, then you do this. 

Select all and in columns write email, password and user (if u want to 

find user columns as well). 

 

Afterwards click start on the bottom-right and wait for SQLI Dumper to 

search for these columns. 



 

 

Congratz. You got your databases. 

Now you can move to the next step – dumping in great speeds. 

  



PART #3: How to dump DBs fast 

Okay, once we got our injectable URLs and we want to dump a database, 

we want to do it fast. 

For great speed dumping we use SQLmap. It is an SQL Injection tool that 

does the whole job for you, it comes pre-installed on kali linux, or you 

can install it on windows (I will teach you how to install it on windows). It 

is really easy and simple. 

If you want to install it on your windows computer here we go: 

Download sqlmap from here - http://sqlmap.org/ 

Download python 2.7.14 from here - 

https://www.python.org/downloads/release/python-2714/ 

Once you have downloaded both files, install python 2.7.14. 

Afterwards open a new folder in C:\ named sqlmap and extract the ZIP 

sqlmap file into that folder. 

Open cmd and write: 

Cd .. (2 times) 

Afterwards cd sqlmap 

And write sqlmap.py 

This will start sqlmap.

 



 

Now to start dumping we need the URL of the site. This is where the 

most mistakes are made, don’t just straight up copy the URL of the site 

from SQLI Dumper, because that URL contains the SQL Injection codes 

too, meaning it will confuse sqlmap and you will fail. Remember the 

name of the site from SQLI Dumper – the site we gonna dump is 

lacoindia.com, go in the URL List from Dork Searcher EZ or output from 

site_hunter (before you loaded the urls up in sqli dumper), open the text 

file with the urls, click ctrl+F (to open the find option) and write the site 

name to find the site. That is the URL we need, in my situation this is the 

url: 

http://www.lacoindia.com/act_rules.php?page=3644999999.9' union all 

select 1,2,3,4,5,6,99,8,9,10,11,12,13 and '0'='0 – This is what would have 

got if we copied it from SQLI Dumper  

http://www.lacoindia.com/act_rules.php?page=3644 – This is the right 

one 

Now, click enter and write - sqlmap.py –u “URL of site” and smash enter 

(I wrote sqlmap.py in the beginning, but for linux I think it would only 

require sqlmap, test it yourself and you’ll see). This will test the site for 

vulnerabilities. 

 

Now, once it finds the vulnerability, if you are wondering why we already 

tested the sites in SQLI Dumper, well, we won’t waste much time, 

because we already know where the info we want is located and we will 

just write: 

Sqlmap.py –u “URL” –D “database that info is located in” –T “table where 

info is located in” –C “the columns we want to dump” –dump –eta –

threads=10 (now I put in 10 threads (max), but if you got an unstable 

site, lower down the threads so the site doesn’t crash) and smash enter. 

 



 

Once it finishes dumping, the database will be saved in: 

C:\Users\*USER*\.sqlmap\output\*URL OF SITE*\dump\*NAME OF 

DATABASE* 

If you did everything right – CONGRATS you have successfully dumped a 

database from a site. 

  



PART #4: A few tips if you are making 

combolists 

When you dump with sqlmap, combos will be saved as email,password. Go to 

https://combos.io/tool/combo.html split the combolist and reattach it with “:”. 

The best proxies to use when searching for URLs or other are fineproxy. 

When writing dorks or editing a dork list, use NOTEPAD++, great tool with a lot 

of features and can handle a lot of text. 

To edit a combolist (randomize, parse, remove duplicates, e.t.c.) use TextUtilis 

Download: https://mega.nz/#!LDRkHKSB!H7YoAa0bFHkTykNXGyxtLhJM4LAJss7REbqCxXe0jjs 

If you dump email:password combolists, always use email to user converters 

because chances are if the email:pass combo is HQ, then it will give HQ 

user:pass combo as well. 

If you want gaming combolists (best for steam accounts) focus on South Korean 

sites, if you want streaming/spotify/porn focus on West-European, USA and 

Canada sites, if you want crypto focus on RUSSIA, ALGERIA, MOROCCO, 

TUNISIA. 

If you bought HQ user:pass combolist or made an user:pass combolist, there is 

a tool that converts user:pass to email:pass combolists. 

Download it here: https://www.sendspace.com/file/zpfhpt  

Now for the big reveal! 

Dehashing tool, insanely cheap, fast, better than hashcat or any other (not an 

advertisement just a recommendation): 

http://finder.insidepro.team/ for just $5! 

 

 

  



The End! 

If you have questions 

and need life support 

regarding my ebook 

contact me on my 

discord: 

kostrikov#5213 


